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ffline and online become onlife
The blurring of boundaries between online and life, 
between offline and online and between work and home, 

make everyday life an onlife experience. The way we work, learn, 
maintain our relationships, care for others, serve as politicians and 
even fight wars have all been altered profoundly. The onlification of 
society hugely impacts the way we shop. Retail is being transformed. 
Analogue becomes digital, vertical becomes horizontal, centralised 
becomes local, top-down becomes bottom-up and bureaucracies 
are replaced by networks. These are all manifestations of how the 
structure and the balance of power of retail are changing completely.

Onlife retail
The retail and service sector will be swallowed up by onlife retail, 
a new economic order. Consumers will see shopping turn into a 
full-blown onlife experience, where it is no longer relevant that 
there are online and offline sales channels. For businesses, online 
and offline sales channels will merge as the boundaries between 
sectors and fields of business start to crack under pressure. All 
the participants within retail — retailers, producers and consum-
ers alike — will be enticed into new roles. 

Over the next decade, millions of shops and service providers 
will change from traditional business into connected shops, serv-
ing as places for inspiration, experiences, showcases and service 
centers. New 24/7 shop concepts and smart apps are going to 
provide the consumer with ways to scan and buy anything and 
everything they encounter in their everyday lives. At the same 
time, millions of web shops and online service shops will have 
to transform from old fashioned 21st century middlemen to 
shopping environments that provide added value to consumers 
in their daily lives. 

The instant consumers are able to complete the online retail experi-
ence they started at home, on the road, in the shopping street and 
online in-store – that is when the end of online shopping is truly 
near. The big question is, are they – are we – ready for it? ••

We can expect the next decade to be an important one for retail. The changes that are coming to the retail sector 
are unprecedented in its history. To understand these changes, we have to recognise that they are part of a 
wider pattern of transformation. Traditional retail business models and boundaries have begun to blur, and will 
disappear altogether in due time. Offline and online will become one with consumers both buying products and 
services online and online in store. With a term borrowed from the Italian philosopher Luciano Floridi, I call 
this onlife. 

~ Column ~

In ‘The end of online shopping’, Wijnand Jongen describes the future of retail in a world that is 

always connected. This is the first of a series of columns for Cross-Border Magazine in 2018, where 

Wijnand will describe four global retail trends. 

Wijnand Jongen (1959) is one of world’s foremost authors, speakers and futurists on retail and 

e-commerce. His book was nominated best management (2016) and best marketing book (2017). 

He is founder and CEO of Thuiswinkel.org and Chairman of the Executive Committee of Ecom-

merce Europe. 
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